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Plug-in Connections to 550 kV

Pre-assembled Cables

CONNEX Product Line

Connectors

Sockets

 Suitable for all cable types
 Designed to IEC 60840, IEC 62067,
IEEE 48
 Offshore certified by DNV GL
 Maintenance free
 Salt water resistant
 Proven HV connection system for over
40 years
 Configurations for both GIS and
transformer components
 Designed to IEC 62271, EN 50299-1,
EN 50299-2, IEEE 48
 Socket fully encased in GIS /
transformer
 Maximum rated current of 4000A







Pluggable Joints

Touch-proof
Voltage tap for voltage indicaton
Suitable for all installation positions
Individual positioning of every phase
Defined interface for cable screen
connection
 Epoxy joint available up to 170 kV
 Straight, angled, and branched designs

Benefits of a Plug-in System
Mechanical
contact

Highly robust
connection due to
separate contacts
 Electrical contact
performed via contact
lamellas at the front of
the connector
 Mechanical contact
performed via rotatable
bell flange

Electrical
contact

Reliable electrical
connection via line
contacts
 Current flows in a line
without angles, corners
or edges

Turbine connections for inter
array cable connection

Electrical
contact

Spring system
ensures constant
force

Integrated spring

 Pre-tensioned spring
maintains consistent
force within the socket
during thermal load
fluctuations.

 Pre-assembled, PD- and AC-tested,
super flexible cables
 Fully configurable based on project
design and requirements
 Significantly lowers installation time
and risks on site
 Flexible strands support easy
installation
 No need for post-installation HV
testing
 Increased flexibility during offshore
campaign

Dropper Cables
 Dropper cables (pictured above; sometimes known as ‘Pigtails‘) are
„dropped“ down, providing a flexible and reliable electrical connection
from a component on an upper level to a component on a lower lever.
 These can connect the GIS to the IAC between the bottom tower and
transition piece, or the generator with the nacelle in XL turbines.

Jumper Cables
 Jumper cables (pictured right)
act as a temporary bridge
between two like components.
 Can be used to tap off a WTG
in a string during the installation
campaign or the wind farm‘s
operational life.

Test Leads
 Cables terminated on one side with a CONNEX connection and on
the other a flexible, dry-type outdoor cable termination for compact
and convenient offshore testing.

Critical Points & Lessons Learned
Topic

Challenge

Lessons Learned

PFISTERER connection has a
Additional safety barriers can standard metallic housing,
Working
be difficult to design within the resulting in a completely touchsafely with space contraints of an
proof solution, eliminating the
limited space offshore WTG.
need for additional protection
barriers.
Plug-in connections prove to be
Transition Connections such as the Tmore robust connection, already
boot designed for max 33kV
from 33kV needed to be upgrated to their used up to 550kV. Existing 66kV
systems were optimised for
to 66kV
limits for 66kV wind farms.
offshore use.
Early offshore wind farms
Cable screen connection and
experienced higher than
earthing concept are small yet
Cable screen expected cable screen
critical aspects of the electrical
connection currents; screen connections design that should be given early
overheated which lead to
design consideration.
connector failures.
Insufficiently protected GISs
Placing the GIS in the bottom
located in the TP were
tower section of the WTG
damaged offshore, before
prevents exposure damage
Switchgear installation of the WTG.
during the time before WTG
placement Furthermore, all GIS cabling installation; GIS install and
could only be performed
cabling can be performed
offshore, resulting in more
onshore in the bottom tower
offshore works at high costs
section at significantly lower cost.

